Sensitivity of the Action Observation Network to Physical and Observational Learning

Human motor skills can be acquired by observation without the benefit of immediate physical practice. The current study tested if physical rehearsal and observational learning share common neural substrates within an action observation network (AON) including premotor and inferior parietal regions, that is, areas activated both for execution and observation of similar actions. Participants trained for 5 days on dance sequences set to music videos. Each day they physically rehearsed one set of dance sequences (“danced”), and passively watched a different set of sequences (“watched”). Functional magnetic resonance imaging was obtained prior to and immediately following the 5 days of training. After training, a subset of the AON showed a degree of common activity for observational and physical learning. Activity in these premotor and parietal regions was sustained during observation of sequences that were danced or watched, but declined for unfamiliar sequences relative to the pretraining scan session. These imaging data demonstrate the emergence of action resonance processes in the human brain based on observational learning without physical practice and identify commonalities in the neural substrates for physical and observational learning.
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Introduction

Many avenues exist for learning new skills. For example, learning to flamenco dance could be achieved by following a verbal description of where, when, and how to move through space. Alternatively, a dance sequence could be learned by following step patterns traced on the floor, by trial and error, or by following a dancer who knows the movements and performing alongside this individual. Behavioral research on action learning suggests that the final option, simultaneously observing and reproducing the correct pattern of movements, results in the quickest and most accurate learning (e.g., Sheffield 1961; Schmidt 1975; Bandura 1977, 1986; Blandin et al. 1999; Blandin and Proteau 2000; Badets et al. 2006). Nevertheless, the ability to improve by observation alone, without concurrent practice, is a powerful capacity of humans (Mattar and Gribble 2005; Torriero et al. 2007). The current study investigated the contribution of passive observation to acquiring novel movement sequences. Using functional neuroimaging, we aimed to characterize the neural underpinnings of observational learning with and without the added benefit of physical practice.

Early behavioral investigations of observational learning by Sheffield (1961) led to the proposal that observation of a motor sequence improved learning by means of providing a “perceptual blueprint,” or a standard of reference for how the task should be performed. Behavioral studies comparing observational and physical learning supported the value of a perceptual blueprint (Zelaznik and Spring 1976; Doody et al. 1985; Carroll and Bandura 1990; Lee et al. 1990; Blandin and Proteau 2000). Although the bulk of observational learning research has focused on learning from an expert human model (see Hodges et al. 2007, for a review), the use of a human actor performing the target behavior is not a requirement for forming a perceptual blueprint. A more inclusive conceptualization of observational learning encompasses encoding any instruction, whether physical or symbolic, that can provide a sufficient model of the to-be-performed actions (e.g., Cisek and Kalaska 2004). The key distinction of what defines observational learning is not the type of instruction; rather, it is defined by the subject not performing concurrent physical practice at the time instructions are provided.

Evidence from recent nonhuman primate neurophysiology as well as psychophysical and electromyographic (EMG) work with humans suggests that physical and observational learning might share common neural substrates (Cisek and Kalaska 2004; Mattar and Gribble 2005). Cisek and Kalaska recorded extracellular spike activity from single neurons within the dorsal premotor cortex (PMd) of monkeys while they observed the sensory events associated with accurate performance of a saccadic motor task. They reported that when the monkeys passively observed a symbolic representation of accurate task performance, PMd neurons responded in a similar manner as when the monkeys physically performed the task. These authors suggest that such findings are congruent with the notion of mental rehearsal at the single neuron level.

In a study using psychophysical and EMG measures with human participants, Mattar and Gribble (2005) demonstrated that participants’ learning of a novel, complex motor task was facilitated if they previously observed another individual learning to perform that same task, compared with watching another individual perform the task without learning or learning to perform a different task. This established the specificity of a perceptual blueprint formed during the observational period on subsequent physical practice. What emerges from these studies and others (Barzouka et al. 2007; Bouquet et al. 2007) is the hypothesis that observation of movement sequences and physical rehearsal share common cognitive mechanisms and training of this circuit by either means improves novel motor skill learning.

The studies presented above provide a foundation for exploring areas of overlap and divergence between observational and physical learning in the human brain. However, it is difficult to determine from behavioral procedures alone the degree of correspondence between cognitive and neural...
processes serving these 2 types of learning. Functional neuroimaging enables us to explore this question further by determining whether observational and physical learning modify similar or distinct neural regions. In the current study, we investigated the hypothesis that observational and physical mechanisms for observational and physical learning through concomitant use of behavioral and neuroimaging procedures. We hypothesized that observational and physical learning would engage comparable cognitive and neural processes. This would be demonstrated by performance improvements on a behavioral task and similar patterns of brain activity for both types of learning. In particular, it is hypothesized that physical rehearsal and observational learning both modulate activity in areas known to show corresponding activity for execution and observation of similar actions. Conversely, the emergence of different areas of neural activity for physical and observational learning would imply that distinct cognitive processes underlie these 2 types of learning. We investigated observational learning by training novice dancers to perform complex dance sequences while manipulating the presence or absence of concurrent physical practice. Due to the complexity and unfeasibility of having participants actually perform dance sequences in the scanner (but see Brown et al. 2006), we instead chose to train participants to perform the movement sequences with videos outside the scanner, and asked them to observe the training videos during the scanning sessions. A growing body of evidence indicates that action observation during functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) can be used as a surrogate marker for studying the neural systems involved in physical skill. Numerous studies have demonstrated that action observation paradigms can be used to characterize substrates for action understanding and action learning (e.g., Decety and Grézes 1999; Brass et al. 2000; Buccino et al. 2001; Grèzes and Decety 2001; Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004; Frey and Gerry 2006). These experiments identify a distinct set of brain regions that are active both when observing and when performing actions, referred to as the “mirror neuron system” (MNS) or, more broadly, the “action observation network” (AON). The AON encompasses a broader network of neural regions involved in visual analysis of action as well as areas involved in visuomotor and sequence learning (e.g., Jenkins et al. 1994; Sakai et al. 2002; Grèzes et al. 2003). In the current paper emphasis is given to the AON over the MNS because this term is more general and encompasses all of the brain regions involved in action observation processes, rather than those exclusively engaged for observation and execution (e.g., inferior parietal and premotor cortices). In the present study, we define the AON empirically by comparing observation of movement sequences to a resting baseline before participants have any training experience with the stimuli. Past imaging studies have demonstrated the feasibility of using dance learning and observation as a paradigm for investigating the properties of the AON (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005; Calvo-Merino et al. 2006; Cross et al. 2006). The experimental work with dancers most relevant to the present investigation is a study by Calvo-Merino and colleagues that examined the influence of visual compared with motor experience on AON activity during action observation (Calvo-Merino et al. 2006). In order to parse visual familiarity from physical experience, expert men and women ballet dancers observed videos of movements learned only by their sex, only by the opposite sex, or moves that are performed by all dancers. The motivation behind this procedure was to determine whether equally robust action resonance processes may be elicited by observation of movements that are equally visually familiar, because men and women dancers train together, but unequal in terms of physical experience. The authors reported that when effects of visual familiarity are controlled for (i.e., when dancers watched moves from their own movement repertoire, compared with moves that they frequently saw, but never physically performed), evidence for action resonance based on pure motor experience was found in inferior parietal, premotor, and cerebellar cortices. The authors concluded that actual physical experience is a necessary prerequisite for robust activation in these areas of the AON. Despite this interpretation, participants in this study observed only movements that were familiar (either physically or visually). Therefore, it is not possible to draw the strong conclusion that physical experience is necessary to build an action representation—only that physical experience results in relatively greater recruitment of the AON than visual experience alone.

Three prior dance studies (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005, 2006, Cross et al. 2006) provide robust evidence for changes within the AON with the presence (or emergence) of action embodiment after subjects gain physical experience, as evidenced by performance competency. The current study builds upon this foundation by addressing whether observational learning alone can lead to response changes within the AON, thus broadening the capacity of the AON to include learning from observation. To that end, we assess how training via physical and observational measures influences AON activity. Critically, the present study includes 2 control conditions: a pretraining fMRI scan using the same stimuli as the post-training scan, and a set of unfamiliar movement sequences never viewed during training that were only viewed during scanning sessions. These controls enable us to assess general training effects and the specificity of these effects to familiar dance sequences, respectively. We predict that both physical and observational training will lead to increased activity within the AON, as evidenced by increased activity within these regions after a week of training.

Materials and Methods

Participants
Seventeen physically and neurologically healthy adults were recruited from the Dartmouth College undergraduate and graduate student community to participate in 1 week of dance training and 2 scans (1 pretraining scan and 1 post-training scan—illustrated in Fig. 1). All were monetarily compensated for their involvement. The local ethics committee approved all components of this study. Participants had no significant prior experience playing dance video games. One participant was excluded from analyses due to an aberrant learning trajectory for behavioral training (>2 standard deviations different from the group mean performance score). The remaining 16 participants (10 female) ranged in age from 20 to 32 years (mean age = 25 years). All participants were strongly right handed as measured by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 1971).

Stimuli and Apparatus
Stimuli were 21 upbeat techno-dance songs with no lyrics (120-180 beats per minute [BPM]; mean = 149.6 BPM). Unknown songs were chosen (and verified as “unknown” by postexperiment interviews) so that participants would have no prior auditory or dance experience
with any portion of the stimuli. Songs were edited into 30-s segments and individualized files comprising dance steps synchronized to the music were created using the Dancing Monkeys MATLAB script (O’Keefe 2003). This script analyzes each song to determine where and when the steps should occur in order to be tightly synchronized with the music on whole, half and quarter beats. Each 30-s segment was then triplicated, resulting in 21 stimuli, each 1 min 30 s in length, and each containing 3 identical repeats of a song and step-sequence pairing.

Songs were then paired with visual cues instructing the participant how to dance to that track. A scrolling display of arrows moving upwards across the screen cued each move, and the participant had to make the indicated step when the arrows reached the top of the screen (Fig. 2A). The symbolic arrow sequences were generated for all 21 tracks. In addition, for 11 of these video stimuli, the instruction stimulus consisted of a video of an expert dancer accurately performing the steps with the arrows superimposed over it, providing both human and symbolic cues (Fig. 2, upper row).

Each participant physically trained on 3 human tracks and 3 arrow tracks (henceforth referred to as the “danced” condition), for a total of 6 different dance sequences, every day for 5 days. Participants also passively observed an additional 6 different tracks (3 humans and 3 arrows) on the same schedule (the “watched” condition). Six of the remaining tracks were presented only during fMRI scanning and composed the “untrained” condition. The final 3 tracks were never seen at any point during scanning or training, and were used as entirely novel stimuli in the surprise retest portion of the study. This design is illustrated in Figure 1.

**Study Design**

The experimental conditions fall into a 3 (training experience: danced, watched or untrained) by 2 (cue type: symbolic arrows plus human model, symbolic arrows without human model) factorial design, illustrated in Figure 2A. In the present study, we compare the danced, watched and untrained conditions collapsed across cue type (results evaluating differences between the human model and symbolic cues conditions will be reported elsewhere; Cross et al. unpublished data). During scanning, subjects viewed the 6 trained sequences that composed the “danced” condition, the 6 trained sequences that composed the “watched” condition, and the 6 untrained sequences that composed the “untrained” condition. Note, however, that during the first week of training (post-training scan). Instructions were to simply observe the videos and to keep as still as possible. In order to rule out the potential of action network activation as a consequence of participants tapping their feet or moving their bodies in the scanner along with the videos, participants were video recorded during both scanning sessions and the videos were evaluated offline for any foot or body movement. All participants were able to remain still within the normally acceptable range throughout each scan. Each 30-s video was followed by 30 s of fixation. Video order was counterbalanced across conditions (danced, watched, and untrained), participants, and scanning sessions. Participants saw the same 18 videos in both the week 1 pretraining session and the week 2 post-training scanning session. Following the second scanning session, all participants were asked whether they engaged in any kind of mental imagery during either scanning session. Each participant reported engaging in mental imagery during the second scanning session only, and many of them reported being especially eager to dance along with the sequences that they had physically rehearsed.

The experiment was carried out in a 3T Philips Intera Achieva scanner using an 8 channel phased array coil and 30 slices per time repetition (TR) (3.5-mm thickness, 0.5 mm gap); TR: 1988 ms; time echo (TE): 35 ms; flip angle: 90°; field of view: 24 cm; matrix 80 × 80. For each of 3 functional runs, the first 2 brain volumes were discarded, and the following 181 volumes were collected and stored.

**Neuroimaging Analyses**

The neuroimaging analyses were designed to achieve 3 objectives. First, we wanted to determine the precise neural regions that composed a subject- and task-specific AON for this study. Within a mask of the regions identified from this contrast, we then sought to identify neural regions that are the same between the danced and watched conditions, and also neural regions that differ between the danced and watched conditions. To remove sources of noise and artifact, functional data were realigned, unwarped and normalized to the MNI template with a resolution of 3 × 3 × 3 mm in SPM2. Following this, 8 mm smoothing was applied to the images. A design matrix was fitted for each subject, with each type of video modeled as a boxcar function convolved with the standard hemodynamic response function. Covariates of non-interest (a session mean, a linear trend, and 6 movement parameters derived from realignment corrections) were included in the design. SPM2 was used to compute parameter estimates (beta) and contrast images (containing weighted parameter estimates) for each comparison at each voxel. To achieve our first imaging objective, we identified brain regions within the AON in an unbiased manner through a contrast that evaluated all video observation conditions relative to baseline for the week 1 (pretraining) scan. This contrast was used as a mask for all remaining contrasts reported in this paper at the $P < 0.005, k = 5$ level false discovery rate (FDR) corrected, and is illustrated Figure 3.
In order to identify neural regions that are similar between physical and observational learning, we calculated 2 independent sets of contrast images: one for the main effect of physical training (danced > untrained) and another for the main effect of observational training (watched > untrained). Both contrasts evaluated imaging data from the post-training (week 2) scan session only. Contrast images for all participants across all main effects were taken to the second level for random effects analysis. We report regions that survive the masking procedure discussed above and a voxelwise threshold of \( P < 0.0005 \) uncorrected and a cluster size of 5 voxels for each contrast.

To further explore areas of overlap between the danced and watched conditions, region of interest (ROI) analyses were performed on regions that emerged from a conjunction analysis for the danced and watched conditions. The conjunction analysis selected regions where both the danced > untrained and watched > untrained contrasts passed the \( P < 0.0005 \) and \( k = 5 \) voxels threshold. This was done to evaluate the effects of training among those regions in the AON that showed the greatest degree of overlap between these 2 contrasts. Beta-estimates were extracted from a sphere with a 3 mm radius centered on the peak voxel from 2 ROIs for all 3 training conditions. The beta-estimates were then evaluated with a repeated-measures ANOVA to investigate differences between the individual training conditions.

The next analysis we performed was a correlation between training benefits afforded by 5 consecutive days of physical practice (calculated as day 5 dance score—day 1 dance score) and activation within the 2 ROIs identified by the conjunction analysis detailed above. The objective of this analysis was to determine if a strong relationship existed between individual rates of learning and bold signal when observing the trained sequences, and how this relationship might compare for physical and observational learning. Across participants, improvement on the danced sequences was correlated with the post-training danced > untrained contrast and improvement on the watched sequences was correlated with the post-training watched > untrained contrast. In order to determine differences in neural activity between the danced and watched conditions, we also evaluated the direct contrasts of danced > watched and watched > danced at the \( P < 0.001 \) uncorrected and \( k = 5 \) voxels threshold. For visualization purposes, the t-image for the AON mask is displayed on partially inflated cortical surfaces using the PALs data set and Caret visualization tools (Fig. 5; http://brainmap.wustl.edu/caret). To most clearly illustrate the conjunction analysis, the t-images from the danced > untrained and watched > untrained contrasts are visualized on a rendered cortical surface of a standard brain from the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) (Fig. 5). The surviving activated voxels from the ROI analyses and the direct contrasts between the danced and watched conditions are displayed on a high-resolution structural MRI scan of a standard brain (Figs 6 and 8; MNI).

Behavioral Training and Evaluation

Behavioral Procedure

StepMania (www.stepmania.com), a freeware program similar to the popular video game Dance Dance Revolution (Konami Digital Entertainment, Inc., Redwood City, CA), was used for step file modification, training, and response recording outside of the scanner. Participants performed dance training and post-test evaluations on a 3’ × 3’ dance pad connected by USB to a desktop computer (Fig. 2B). Electronic sensors in the dance pad detected position and timing information that was then used to provide participants with real-time visual feedback. If participants struck the correct foot position within ±45 ms of the arrow reaching its target at the top of the computer screen, they received feedback saying “Perfect.” If they stepped on the correct arrow between 46 and 90 ms after the arrow appeared in position on the screen, the feedback read “Great,” between 91 and 135 ms, feedback read “Good,” and between 136 and 180 ms, they received feedback that read “Miss.” The goal of each dance was to earn as many “Perfect” marks and as few “Miss” marks as possible. StepMania recorded participants’ performance, and presented participants with a summary score and letter grade corresponding to performance after each song.

Each dance sequence comprised 90 steps. A final numeric score was calculated by assigning 2 points for every “Perfect” step, 1 point for every “Great” step, 0 points for every “Good” step, –1 point for every “Boo” step, and –2 points for every “Miss” step. The maximum possible score for each sequence (if the entire dance was performed perfectly) was 180 points. Additionally, it was possible for 2 arrow cues to appear simultaneously (e.g., a left and a right arrow), in which case the participant would have to jump and land on both cues at the same time in order to achieve a correct response. In each dance sequence there were 6 such jumps. Controlling for the number of steps and jumps in each sequence and the tempo of each song (described above) ensured that the range of difficulty was matched across conditions. Between the 2 fMRI sessions, participants spent 5 days learning to perform the steps associated with 6 songs. Song assignments for each condition were randomized across participants, and the order in which participants watched or danced each song was counterbalanced across days.

Behavioral Retest Procedure

Following the second and final scanning session, participants were asked to return to the lab for a surprise follow-up test that involved dancing a total of 12 StepMania songs. In order to keep the cognitive and physical requirements of this follow-up task similar to what was required during the week of training, participants danced only 3 of the 6 songs they trained to dance, 3 of the 6 songs they watched during training, and 3 of the 6 songs that were in their untrained group of stimuli. The 3 sequences from each of these groups were randomly selected for each participant. In addition, participants were asked to perform 3 entirely novel sequences (i.e., participants had never before these sequences before during scanning or training). Participants were asked to perform sequences from both the untrained and novel conditions so we could determine whether they had learned any parts of the untrained sequences they observed twice in the scanner, compared with sequences that were truly novel. The overall objective of this behavioral retest measure was to evaluate whether passive observation for an equivalent amount of time as active physical rehearsal influenced performance ability compared with performing untrained or novel songs.

Results

Behavioral Training Results

Participants performance was measured by their ability to step on the indicated dance pad positions precisely in time with the arrows and music. Performance on the rehearsed dance sequences improved across days, \( F_{1,72.25.86} = 58.25, P < 0.0001 \) (Fig. 4A). This indicates that participants were learning...
to embody the dance sequences effectively through physical practice during the week of training.

**Behavioral Retest Results**

For the postscanning dance retest, scored in the same manner as the dance training procedure, results from a repeated-measures ANOVA on the 4 training conditions (danced, watched, untrained and novel) demonstrated a main effect of prior training experience on performance, $F_{3,45} = 4.72, P = 0.006$ (Fig. 4B). Pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences between danced and untrained sequences ($P < 0.001$) and between danced and novel sequences ($P < 0.001$), but not danced and watched ($P = 0.143$) or watched and untrained or novel sequences ($P$ values $= 0.249$ and $0.321$, respectively). Because performance was so similar between the untrained and novel sequences, we focus the discussion of postscan dancing data only on differences between stimuli that were danced, watched, and untrained. Results from a repeated-measures ANOVA on just these 3 conditions still revealed a main effect of training experience, $F_{1.5,21.27} = 4.91, P = 0.027$, and this effect is best captured with a linear test of the within-subjects contrast, $F_{1,15} = 26.56, P < 0.0001$. Together, this demonstrates a pattern of monotonic descent, with participants performing the best on sequences they danced, an intermediate level on those they watched, and the poorest on untrained sequences.

**Imaging Results**

As discussed above, there were 3 objectives to the imaging analyses. The first was to determine which neural regions are active when participants observe music videos of dance sequences before they ever attempt to perform those sequences. This contrast, evaluated as task > fixation baseline for the week 1, pretraining scan, revealed broad activation in a network that included areas classically associated with action observation (including parietal, premotor, supplementary motor, and superior temporal areas), and other areas that are associated with visual analysis, including primary through higher level visual cortices. This contrast is illustrated in Figure 3 and was used as a mask for the analyses described below.

**Similarities between Physical and Observational Learning**

The next set of imaging analyses focused on using data from the post-training session to identify brain regions that demonstrated a significant main effect of dance training and those that demonstrated a significant main effect of observational learning, calculated within the AON mask. Analyses were performed comparing the relative blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) responses while participants watched and listened to the set of videos in the danced or watched conditions compared with the untrained condition. A direct contrast revealed a significant effect of physical training (danced > untrained; $P < 0.005$, uncorrected), collapsed across cue type, in several areas of the AON (masking procedure described above), including right premotor and primary motor areas and several regions of right prefrontal cortex (red colors of Fig. 5, and Table 1). With a separate set of analyses we sought to determine whether any of the brain regions within the AON...
mask demonstrated a greater response to videos in the watched condition relative to the untrained condition. Figure 5 illustrates the main effect of this type of learning (watched > untrained; blue colors; \(P < 0.005\), uncorrected) rendered on the same brain image as the effects of physical training. As this figure illustrates, there was a high degree of correspondence between neural regions activated by observational training (watched condition) and by physical learning (danced condition).

A conjunction analysis performed on the t-maps of these 2 contrasts in MATLAB enabled us to determine precisely which voxels overlapped between the danced > untrained and watched > untrained contrasts, using the logical and construction. The 2 regions that demonstrated the largest areas of overlap were the right premotor cortex (centered on the MNI coordinates; \(x = 39, y = 3, z = 43\)) and left inferior parietal lobule (IPL) \((x = -35, y = -50, z = 39)\). The extent of overlap between the danced and watched contrasts was 324 mm\(^3\) in the premotor region, and 162 mm\(^3\) in the inferior parietal region.

Parameter estimates were extracted from these 2 regions of overlap for the post-training scanning session, and are illustrated in the lower plots of Figure 6. Results from a repeated-measures ANOVA for the premotor parameter estimates revealed a main effect of training, \(F_{2,30} = 6.827, P = 0.004\), whereas pairwise comparisons between the training conditions revealed a significant difference between the danced and untrained conditions \((P = 0.011)\) and the watched and untrained conditions \((P = 0.001)\), but not between the danced and watched conditions \((P = 0.667)\). The same ANOVA performed on the parameter estimates for the IPL region also demonstrated a significant effect of training experience, \(F_{2,30} = 6.80, P = 0.004\), and here as well, the pairwise comparisons revealed significant differences between the danced and untrained \((P = 0.008)\) and watched and untrained conditions \((P = 0.009)\), but no differences between the danced and watched conditions \((P = 0.252)\). These results illustrate that these 2 regions in particular did not differentiate between videos that were danced or watched, but certainly responded more strongly to videos that had been trained in some manner compared with videos that were untrained and only observed in the scanner.

**Correlations between Training Benefits, Physical, and Observational Learning**

The next set of analyses quantified the relationship between the benefits of physical practice and activity levels within the left IPL and the right premotor ROIs. When participants’ training benefit scores were correlated with their individual parameter estimates from the IPL ROI, no relationship emerged between these variables \((R = 0.0006)\). However, when participants training benefit scores were correlated with activity level in the right premotor region, a significant negative correlation emerged, \(R = -0.60, P = 0.015\). This suggests that participants who improved the most across the week of training had the least amount of activation in this region of right premotor cortex (Fig. 7). To characterize this further, we ran one additional correlation on these data comparing day 5 scores (participants’ highest scores) with bold signal in this premotor area. Interestingly, this exploratory analysis revealed

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>BA</th>
<th>MNI coordinates</th>
<th>Functional name</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>y</td>
<td>z</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of physical training: danced &gt; untrained (post-training)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>44/45</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>MTG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle temporal gyrus</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>-24</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Premotor cortex**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>DLPFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R anterior mid. frontal gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>DLPFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L anterior cingulum</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>-39</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45/46</td>
<td>-54</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L IPL</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>39</td>
<td></td>
<td>IPL **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R premotor cortex</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>48</td>
<td></td>
<td>PMv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of passive observation: watched &gt; untrained (post-training)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L putamen</td>
<td>-12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>-6</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L anterior infr. frontal gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>DLPFC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Premotor cortex**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L temporal pole</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>-33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L pars opercularis</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>-42</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L intraparietal sulcus</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>-51</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>IPL **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R posterior cingulum</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-81</td>
<td>-30</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>-27</td>
<td>VLPC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L intraparietal sulcus</td>
<td>7/40</td>
<td>-36</td>
<td>-63</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>IPS/IPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R inferior frontal gyrus</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>IFG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effects of physical compared with observational training: danced &gt; watched (post-training)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R middle frontal gyrus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Premotor cortex—PMd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R precentral gyrus</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>-3</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Premotor cortex—PMd</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Significance at all sites for each contrast was tested by a one-sample t-test on beta values averaged over each voxel in the cluster, \(P < 0.005\), uncorrected. Coordinates are from the MNI template and use the same orientation and origin as found in the Talairach and Tournoux (1988) atlas. BA: Brodmann’s area; R: right; L: left; IPS: intraparietal sulcus; M1: primary motor cortex; MFG: middle frontal gyrus; IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; MTG: middle temporal gyrus; VLPFC: ventrolateral prefrontal cortex. The double asterix (**) denotes the peaks of the clusters examined in the ROI analyses of the overlapping activations from the danced and watched conditions (Fig. 6).
a significant positive correlation, $R = 0.624$, $P = 0.01$, which suggests that participants who danced the sequences the best had the most activity in this premotor region when viewing these sequences after training. Taken together, these 2 correlations show that participants who were the best overall performers did not improve as much across the week of physical rehearsal. The correlations with BOLD activity in right premotor cortex capture the competency and learning effects, supporting a role for this area in learning. When we correlated the learning scores from the watched condition, calculated as: (performance on the sequences that were watched from the surprise dance retest) – (day 1 of training dance scores) with the magnitude of activation for the watched > untrained stimuli, no significant effect appeared for either the IPL or premotor site (all $R$ values $< 0.03$). This suggests that the significant relationship we found between premotor activity and performance change is specific to physical rehearsal and embodiment.

**Differences between Physical and Observational Learning**

A third set of imaging analyses directly evaluated patterns of activity between the danced and the watched conditions, significant at the $P < 0.001$ uncorrected, $k = 5$ voxels threshold. From the danced > watched comparison, greater activity was observed in the right precentral gyrus and right middle frontal gyrus (Fig. 8, Table 1). The inverse contrast, watched > danced, did not reveal any regions within our AON mask that survived the same thresholds. This pattern of findings is consistent with the notion that physical practice engages select components of the AON above and beyond passive observation.

**Discussion**

The primary aim of the present study was to evaluate similarities and differences in neural activity and behavioral...
performance induced by physical training compared with passive observation. Our data demonstrate robust activity within the AON, specifically premotor and inferior parietal regions, when observing movement sequences that have either been physically rehearsed or passively observed across 1 week of training, relative to observing untrained sequences. These results provide empirical evidence to link the rich history of behavioral investigations of observational learning with neuro-imaging work, and they also inform our understanding of the sensitivity of the AON to different types of training. In particular, our behavioral data provide evidence that passive observation of complex movement sequences is associated with better performance on subsequent testing compared with untrained sequences, and observation of these sequences recruits similar patterns of neural activity as sequences learned by physical rehearsal.

The Benefits of Observation on Action Performance

The present findings advance the behavioral literature on observational learning by providing evidence that passive observational learning and active physical practice engage several neural regions in a similar manner in response to motion cues. This finding addresses Blandin and Proteau's (2000) suggestion that observational and physical practice engage similar neural processes through demonstration that observing sequences experienced previously through physical training or watching recruits similar neural substrates. Our results extend prior behavioral investigations on participants' ability to learn movement sequences from observation (Heyes and Foster 2002; Vinter and Perruchet 2002; Kelly et al. 2003; Bird et al. 2005) by demonstrating that beyond increasing familiarity with the movement sequences, other elements of the task are learned from observation as well, such as the timing of the sequences.

It is especially remarkable that similar patterns of neural activity emerge within several key areas of the AON when participants observe sequences from the danced and watched conditions because participants were never instructed to intentionally learn the observed sequences for later performance. This finding is in accord with what Mattar and Gribble (2005) report from their behavioral and EMG study on observational learning. One of their experimental conditions directly examined the role of conscious strategies in observational learning by requesting participants to perform an arithmetic task that also taxed working memory while observing videos of another individual performing the task. Mattar and Gribble report that participants' performance benefited from the observation task, even when attentional and cognitive systems were engaged in the arithmetic task. We believe that our finding of an intermediate level of performance for observed dance sequences provides further evidence that observational learning can occur even when attention is not focused on learning from observing. On the other hand, we do not disagree with Hodges et al. (2007) that observers' knowledge of the task and intentions to accurately reproduce the observed movement does significantly influence the benefits drawn from observation. Along these lines, we would predict better performance on our behavioral retest task had we told participants to study the sequences for later performance. Future studies could easily manipulate participants' intention to learn from observation to decisively address this question.

In addition, we observed that activity in the premotor ROI during the post-training scanning session was negatively correlated with the degree of performance benefit achieved across the week of training (but positively correlated with participants' day 5 dance performance scores). This same relationship between BOLD signal and physical performance was not present when participants observed the videos from the watched condition. This suggests 2 important points. First, during the post-training scan, we see that the amount of right premotor cortex activity in participants who gained a lot from training, while increased from pretraining levels, still is not as great as it is in those participants who are better dancers on the last day of training. It is important to note that participants who were the least proficient at performing the sequences during the first day of training improved greatly across training, but they still did not achieve dance scores that were as high as those participants who started off with higher scores and whose scores improved, but to a lesser degree. In other words, we see that activity in this region of the premotor cortex captures both competency and learning related aspects of the dancing skill. Secondly, our findings suggest this relationship is specific to physical learning, and does not generalize to observational learning. Activity in the IPL, our other ROI, did not show any relationship between signal intensity and performance for either the danced or watched conditions. Thus, our data imply that the right premotor cortex is specifically involved in action embodiment achieved by physical rehearsal. Moreover, this area is driven more strongly in the most proficient dancers, a finding complimentary to previous work in our laboratory performed with expert contemporary dancers (Cross et al. 2006).

Observation and the AON

Although it is by now well established that a strong degree of correspondence exists between neural activity when performing or observing an action (Grèzes and Decety 2001; Rizzolatti and Craighero 2004), this study provides evidence for the construction of similar neural representations within the AON for physically rehearsed and passively observed movement sequences. One hypothesis about the core purpose of the AON is that it exists to facilitate new motor learning through
imitation (Meltzoff 2002; Meltzoff and Prinz 2002). Although the evidence in support of this hypothesis is abundant, the present findings suggest that this system is not simply hardwired for immediate imitation, but it is highly sensitive to the longer-term effects of physical and perceptual experience as well.

This idea is further supported by 2 recent studies, one employing fMRI (Bird et al. unpublished data) and the other a transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) study (Catmur et al. 2007; Bird et al. unpublished data). In both studies, the authors endeavored to manipulate responses within the AON based on congruent and incongruent training procedures, such as teaching participants to move the foot when observing a hand moving. Using between-groups designs, both studies found that participants who had trained in the incongruent response group had “reversed” responses within the AON, such that areas more active during execution of hand than foot movements were now less active when participants observed hand movements (compared with foot movements). The authors concluded that this system is not hardwired, but rather quite flexible based on perceptual experience and motor experience (Catmur et al. 2007; Bird et al. unpublished data). The present findings are consistent with these 2 previous studies in that neural activity while observing dance sequences that were physically trained or passively observed is greater than activity when watching the untrained sequences after training across several regions of the AON. This suggests that components of the AON do not generalize completely across cues for new motor skills, and that actual experience shapes the response of this system when presented with familiar action sequences.

Although we might have predicted increases in activity within more areas of the AON following a week of training, the present pattern of results is still consistent with the interpretation that the AON is sensitive both to observational and physical training. In particular, the effect of repetition suppression is well-documented, in which familiar stimuli elicit less brain activation upon repeated presentations than they do when initially presented (Wiggs and Martin 1998; Henson and Rugg 2003; Wig et al. 2005). Given this common phenomenon, it could have been predicted that during the post-training scan the untrained sequences would elicit the most activation of any condition due to their relative novelty as compared with the other 2 conditions. Instead, the finding that this control condition showed a substantial decrease in activity from pretraining to post-training scans likely reflects the level of general familiarity with the paradigm context, including the look of the display, the timbre of the music, and the expectation of arrows and movement on the screen. Therefore, the result that the highly familiar danced and watched stimuli elicited a greater response in the AON relative to an unfamiliar and untrained dance and music sequence is compelling evidence that this network is preferentially tuned to embodied action cues.

It is of interest to note that we did not see activation in the SMA region of our AON mask in the post-training analyses. We did expect to see activity here after training, because this is a region associated with action embodiment and preparation (e.g., Grézes and Decety 2001). Indeed, when we performed a whole-brain exploratory analysis on the danced > untrained and watched > untrained contrasts from week 2 (also at the $P < 0.005$, $k = 5$ levels), we did see activity in SMA/pre-SMA in a region just anterior to that covered by our mask. It is important to recall that the mask was created by a video > fixation baseline comparison from the pretraining scan session, indicating regions that are responsive specifically to action observation apart from any personal experience with the movements. That a region of SMA becomes active for the danced and watched conditions relative to the unfamiliar control only after training would appear to indicate that this region responds specifically to experience with the depicted movement sequence. This brain activity, as well as the modulation of activity in the masked regions of the AON discussed above, may be related to the subjective experience of mental imagery in which participants reported engaging during the familiar sequences in the post-training session.

Beyond the findings reported in the core regions of the AON, we see 2 other noteworthy regions with complimentary patterns of neural activity in the danced > untrained and watched > untrained contrasts. These 2 regions are located in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) and the cerebellum. The finding of similar patterns of neural activity in the DLPFC for observational and physical learning is in accord with recent TMS data by Torriero and colleagues that implicates this region and the left lateral cerebellum as critically involved in observational learning (Torriero et al. 2007). These authors discuss how these 2 regions work together to facilitate observational learning, with the cerebellum assisting with procedural learning of the motor sequence elements while the DLPFC enables flexible recall and adaptation of previously learned movement sequences. Interestingly, the cerebellum was implicated in both observational and physical learning in the present study as well, but distinct regions were activated according to the 2 kinds of experience. To return to Figure 5, physical learning was associated with greater activity in the left/midline anterior cerebellum, whereas observational learning was associated with activation in the right posterior cerebellum. The former site overlaps strongly with cerebellar cortex that is activated for a broad range of sensorimotor tasks and may reflect simulation within motor related circuits (e.g., Grafton et al. 2008). In contrast, the posterior cerebellar activation may represent simulation by other circuits including the DLPFC. This would support the idea that physical rehearsal leads to simulation in circuits more closely associated with action execution.

Further support for the role of DLPFC in observational learning comes from a study on imitation learning (in this case, learning to play guitar chords from watching a model) by Buccino et al. (2004). These authors reported activations in a similar region of prefrontal cortex when participants observed a guitar chord to imitate it or simply executed a chord of choice. Buccino et al. suggest that these similar patterns of activity in this region of the prefrontal cortex during observation and physical execution are likely driven by the selection of movement sequences necessary for task performance. Such an account of DLPFC activation is in accord with the present task and our pattern of findings that implicate this region’s involvement in both physical and observational learning.

In terms of what our results contribute to the extant literature on dance representation in the brain, these latest findings are in agreement with prior dance neuroimaging research from this lab (Cross et al. 2006) and others (Calvo-Merino et al. 2005; Brown et al. 2006), suggesting that the AON, particularly parietal and premotor regions, is modulated by...
experience. However, an interesting distinction emerges between our data and recent findings reported by Calvo-Merino et al. (2006) on observational compared with physical experience. In their study, they report quantifiably stronger responses within inferior parietal and premotor areas when dancers observed movements they physically rehearsed compared with movements that were observed only. They conclude that pure motor expertise is represented in these neural regions, and that visual expertise or observation alone is not sufficient to drive activity in these areas. However, when studying dancers who have trained over many years as part of their careers, it is difficult to determine whether observational and physical experience were actually equal.

The present study provides a more exact control of observational and physical experience for several reasons. First, by including 2 extra control conditions (the use of a pretraining scan and an untrained condition separate from the danced and watched conditions), we are able to gather more precise information about participants’ experience with stimuli observed in the scanner, such as which regions respond to the stimuli before participants have even attempted to dance one step. Our results also provide an interesting counterpoint to those of Calvo-Merino et al.’s (2006) through our demonstration that precisely equivalent time on task for physical rehearsal and passive observation can result in activation of similar neural substrates (Figs 5 and 6). However, the pattern of results illustrated by the direct contrasts between the danced and watched conditions is mostly in agreement with what Calvo-Merino et al. (2006) report. Similar to these researchers, we found greater activity in 2 regions of right premotor cortex, roughly corresponding to the PMd. A plausible interpretation of this pattern of activity is that this region is responsible for linking the specific motor sequences to the visual signals, which physical rehearsal enables. Such an interpretation is in agreement with data from single-unit recordings within monkey PMd and ventral premotor cortex (PMv) (Hoshi and Tanji 2006). We believe that the fact that we did not find nearly as broad a network as that reported by Calvo-Merino et al. (2006) in our direct comparison between the danced and untrained conditions suggests that a more rigidly controlled observational experience might lead to patterns of activity that are more similar between the physically and observationally experienced actions.

**Potential Limitations**

One potential limitation that must be considered in light of the present results is due to the nature of employing a within-subjects design, where all participants physically rehearsed several sequences, passively observed a different set of sequences, and had no training experience with a third set of sequences. A valid criticism of using a within-subjects design to study observational learning is that, in such an experimental set up, observational learning does not occur in a purely observational context. In other words, observational learning is not strictly compartmentalized, and could be ameliorated based on practice of similar sequences during each training day. It could be the case that certain parts of the StepMania task generalized well from the danced condition to the watched and untrained conditions, and it is certainly true that participants were more familiar with the sequences they performed or observed each day compared with those they did not. Classic behavioral studies of observational learning avoid this confound by employing between-groups experimental designs so that the observational learning group does not benefit from any practice of a similar task (e.g., Blandin and Proteau 2000).

Keeping in mind the limitations of a within-subjects experimental design, we are still able to address the possibility that any observational learning effects are simply due to generalization or increased familiarity with the task parameters across conditions. If it were the case that the task parameters learned in the danced condition generalized uniformly to the watched and the untrained conditions, we would predict that neural areas associated with action embodiment (AON areas) would show similar patterns of activity across training conditions not only during the pretraining (week 1) scan, but also during the post-training (week 2) scan. In other words, we would not expect to see differentiation between the 3 training conditions after the week of training if task parameters learned from the danced sequences generalized to both the watched and untrained conditions. Revisiting the parameter estimates plotted in Figure 6, we see that this is not the case. What these plots reveal is a relative decrease in activity in the untrained condition between pre- and post-training scans in this baseline control task, potentially reflecting long-term repetition suppression effects (Vuilleumier et al. 2005; Meister et al. 2007). In contrast, the other 2 conditions do not reflect a relative decrease in activity in these particular ROIs between pre- and post-training scans, a finding that is possibly indicative of action embodiment or learning that is exclusive to the danced and watched conditions.

The post-training behavioral retest data further address the potential confound of generalization. For the behavioral retest task, participants were asked to dance sequences from 3 distinct conditions for which they had no physical training: the watched, untrained, and novel conditions (Fig. 4B). The behavioral data show a pattern of monotonic descent that tracks with predicted embodiment, where physically trained sequences are performed better than watched sequences, which are performed better than untrained or novel sequences. This suggests that if generalization of task parameters did occur in our manipulation, it did so only at a basic level (such as left arrow means step left), and consequently did not help participants to perform all sequences equally well after 1 week of physical rehearsal and observation.

Our data enable us to further examine the degree to which generalization of task parameters occurred. Participants’ performance on the “untrained” and “novel” dance sequences (Fig. 4B) compared with their performance on the first day of training (“day 1” bar of Fig. 4A) clearly indicates that they performed the untrained and novel sequences better after 5 days of dance training than they performed the danced sequences after the first day of training. Therefore, although it can be argued that all learning generalizes to a certain degree, a notable feature of the present findings is the commonality of neural areas active for danced and watched movement sequences. What is common between these 2 conditions is the retrieval of sequential knowledge, timing, and physical anticipation of upcoming postural/positional requirements.

Another possible limitation could be that participants paid more attention to those sequences with which they were familiar while being scanned, and such differences in attention could be partially driving our results. We do acknowledge that the larger activation in the premotor and parietal areas for the danced and watched conditions, compared with the untrained
condition, might be at least partially driven by effects of increased familiarity with these stimuli. However, we believe this to be a less plausible explanation of the present results, because the localizations reported here are not consistent with attention as typically defined (e.g., Fan et al. 2005; Ikki and Curtis 2007; Slagter et al. 2007). In more detailed response to this issue, it should also be noted that abundant support exists in the literature to suggest that AON embodiment only occurs if there has been physical rehearsal (e.g., Calvo-Merino et al. 2005, 2006; Brown et al. 2006; Cross et al. 2006). Revisiting the contrast directly comparing danced to watched sequences, we see evidence of this in our task as well, in that physical rehearsal resulted in greater activation of 2 regions within the PMd when participants observed sequences they had extensively physically practiced. This suggests that physical and observational experience were not manifest in an identical manner, and that equal familiarity with the sequences did not result in equivalent patterns of neural activity while observing the sequences from these 2 conditions.

Conclusions

In sum, this paper demonstrates that the several of the neural regions composing the AON respond to both observational and physical learning. Moreover, it is possible to achieve new action learning from passive observation, without instructing participants to learn the movements they are watching. Future studies could attempt to address the limitation introduced by using a within-subjects design by combining methodologies from the present study and the Calvo-Merino et al. (2006) study to examine de novo observational learning in different groups of participants. Future work could also endeavor to determine how manipulating different parameters of the observational condition (such as instructions, watching another subject perform live compared with watching a video of performance, or time between observation and test of observational learning) influences how observational learning is represented in the brain and how it influences behavior. In addition, the present work could serve as a point of departure for exploration of observational learning-based techniques for rehabilitation from neurological or physical injury (e.g., Johnson-Frey 2004; Celnik et al. 2006).
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